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IN OUR 80th YEAR

CcihtyeckPocliitcye

Ledger & Times
Has 1 2 Birthday Auto Stickers

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, June 16, 1959—

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Nats And Cubs Are Political
Little League Winners • x

Vol. LXXX No. 142

Patrol Plane Is
Fired On By Red
Jets Near Japan

Falls In
Franklin County

In the Little League g:unes
night the Nets beat the A's 17
to
and the Cubs beat the Reds
22 to 21,
FRANKFORT
— The pohe Nats opened the game up
H
with six runs in the third. Vance litical ax will sever an estimated
led the Nets with three hita 200 Franklin County state employes from their jobs because J
Kuykendall
and Diuguid collect
The City Police Department
alleged political unfaithfulness in
ed two hits each for the Nets
olhe Ledger and Times cbserves ly field and embarked on da.ly announced yesterday that
checks
with one of Kuykendall's has last month's Democratic primary,
Ai/twelfth year as a daily paper publication. It had published as wuuld begin soon
to see that all
The Louisville Courier - Journal
being
a lamer This was his
today. It was June 16 of 1947 a weekly for 68 years.
Murray a-utemabiles have been
reported today.
that the newepapor left the weekMany Changes have taken properly licensed for this year. second of the year. Sexton and
The paper said the figure was
place during the vast tewelve The priviledge tax must be paid, Garland marked up two hits
an unofficial estimate nad resears in the physical plant ef and the 1959 city sticker be dis- each far the A's.
counted a remark made by RobBy MILTON
MAGRUDER
the badly damaged U. S. plane,
036 233 17 12 3
the daily paper. A cerripleite re- played on the front windshield Nat's
ert C. Yount, Franklin County
United Press International
A's
through the skill of its putt.
003 040 7
modeling of the faint office was of the car, said policemen.
DEADLOCK TALK—Russia's For9
3
chairman for Lt. Gov. Harry Lee
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Cm- managed to reach an Ail- Force
In the. second game the Cubs
eign Minister Andrei Gromyko
carried out three years ago which
City Judge Jake Dunn sad that
Waterfield's unsuccessful campaign,
munist jet fighters attacked a base in Japan
(left) and Britain's Foreign
doubled the office supply de- all persons receiving citati s for scared 13 runs in the first innwho said. "It must be rememberU. S. Navy patrol plane over the
Secretary Selwyn Lloyd engage
ing but the Reds kept battling'
The attack occurred at 7,300
partment.
failure to have the new ticker
ed that Waterfield carried FrankSea of Japan near North Korea feet over international waters
each other in some chin feat
A Linotype machine was add- would be fined. The judg said and a man was thrown out at
Monday night. They shot it up in about 85 miles east of Wonsan,
second base to stop a fourth
just before holding a formal
ed as was an electric router, two that there had been ample
arnlist' wouldn't necessarily be very
six. firing runs and seriously North Korea. The Navy plane,
Gromyko-Lloyd talk in Geneva.
rally of 12 runs.
electric metal saws, a Ludlow ing to the pubhc, and that once
wounded a crewman.
The game was stopped at 9:30 big.
under heavy attack, dove to aethtypecasting machthe, a machine a careawner was given a citation
P sonnet Commissioner William
The Defenee Department said in 5 feet of the water to escape.
for stripping the tops from metal by the- police farce there would because of Little League rules.
ave
.
F.
would
net
give
a
definite
The department said radio mesB. Miller led the Cubs in hitslugs, and a number of smaller be "no excuses", and that all
FRANKFORT en — The State oonvemences.
ting with five. C. Hargrove had number. adding, "the last time a
sages from the crippled plane inwould
fines
be
collected.
largedo
iase
number
of
persons
were
Hoard of Election Commissioners
dicated two pet fighters particifour hits and S. Hargrove and
The paid circulation of the
Judge Dunn stated that the fine
we gave the names. It
today officially certified Bert T. daily paper has groam unitl toHogancamp collected three each
pated in the attack. The planes
to
five
in
"h-urn
this
was
case
ged
out
t
r
u
er
later
that
some
of
Combs and John M Robsion Jr. day it has an undisputed superwere identified only as Mig jet
for the Cubs.
twenty
dollars."
urged
He
all
those
named
FULTON,
Ky.,
weren't
16
—
June
The.
actually
reMr. Jim Willecus
as the Democratic and Republican iority in both the city of Murray
Tidwell and Bailey collected
fighters with red star markings
motorists who have not yet purcandidates far governor in the and Calloway County.
on the fuselage.
tour hits each for the Reds wan leased." he said referring to a Fultan-Sauth Fulten Bueiness and Ledgsr and Times
city
chased
stickers
do
so
to
and
mass
firing
Professional
the
W..man's
first
days of Gov.
Club's Cen- Murree', Kentucky
November general election.
Miwsey getting three.
Seventeen carrier boys leave
tennial Style Sae w has been set Dear Mr. Williams:
A. B Chandler's administration.
There was no indication whe.The final official count in the the nevapaper plant each day avoid having to pay an additional Reds
13 4 3 2 22 21 7
fine.
far
Monday.
The paper said that among those
June 22, at 8 p. m.
I was f the opinion my recent ther the pilots were Russian, Chi111mocratic gubernatorial race, ac- and deliver .the Ledger and
Reds
3 1 5 12 21 14 8
Stickers
on
sale
are
ofin
the
dismissed
were Harold B. New- at the Park Terrace Restaurant campaign for state school super- nese Communists, or North Kocording to the figures of the Time ewer the entire city of
fice of the city clerk. If cars
land, f rmer Forestry Division di- in South Fitton and the pubic intendent was settled May 26. reans.
secretary of state. gave Combs Munday, and its built-up areas.
were licensed last year the cost
is invited to attend. The B&PW 1959 but friends have told me .f
rector
The North Koreans at esti292,462 votes: Harry Lee Water.1el addition to tthe publication for a new sticker at this date is
Conservation Commissioner La- members will model their Cen- !rumor, which I feel demand mated to have about 50 Mig jet
field 259.461; Jesse N R Cecil, of a daily newspaper, the Ledger
$5.27, including the
e late penalty.
ban P Jackson was quoted as tennial ()titbits in the slaw.
some statements of facts in an fighters with many of them bas4.303, and James L. Delk. 3.474.
and Times does the majaray of Far cars not licensed in Murray
saying. "In the case of Newland.
Mrs. Paul Westpheang and Bill open letter
ed at Wansan.
In the Republican race. Robsion job printing in this area and
until this year the fee is $5.50, •
we a re merely eliminating an Grey will be mistress and master
The Navy forwarded a repeat
I I ran because I felt I could
had 63,130 votes: Thurman Hamlin also haa a complete uffece supply
including penalty.
office that has .,proved to be of If cerenainies.
rends'' a service to the children of the attack to the State Dehad 6.019, and Granville Thomas department.
A spokesman for the police
Special musical numbers will and tile Commonwealth of Ken- partment for a possible formal
no use. It was created for him in
had 3.991.
"We are thankful for the grow- (department said that roadblocks
pritivided by the B&PW ladies tucky
the first place."
protest
th of the Leciger and Times over would be set up in the near fut...Secretary of State Mrs. Thelma
Newland has been made asso- barbershop quartette, a charlesThe announcement said the
No one requested me to
2.
the past twelve years", James C. lure to check en the suckers
111 Stoval4, chairman of the elecciate director in charge of a new ten gasausa assocaltst Jerry Cates, make the race and certainly no tail gunner of the Navy plane
Williams, publisher of the paper,
tion board, and Republican memOffice of Information and Educe- plus other entertainment by local one paid me to run.
was "seriously wounded" He was
raid today," and we look forward,
ber Welden Shouae, Lexington,
ticn after serving 13 years as head and out-aftown tailent. A full
1. I was never asked by the the only casualty reported by
to even greater growth and greatevening's entertainment has been Waterfield people nal- the Combs The Defenae Department.
were on hand for the certifying
of the Forestry Division.
By BRYCE
er service to the people at Murof the candidates this neornirre.
The announcement described
The paper also reported that planned along with the style followers not to run.
United
Press
International
Calloway
County."
ray and
WHEREAS: Little League BaseDemocratic board member Harry
GALVESTON. Tex (Ufa —lasuis- Mrs Vivian Beasley. Lawrence- show. Kelhe Lowe will be at the
4. I did not know and it had the attackng planes as Mg jet
symbolic
America
of
ball
and
us-gals.
G. Davis was not present.
iana Gov Earl Long today faced burg was fired from a job in the
never been hinted ts, me that aircraft with Red stars on the
the highest concepts of democChairs Will be placed on the Wateefield and Butler would Join fuselage of the eackpit.
The board certified Mrs. Stoval/
at least another week in the Department of Education because
tearnwork,
citizenship
racy,
and
as the winner in one of the cloeest
It said they attacked the patrol
Galveston mental hospital where she refused to work for a member terrace outside the main dinng farces until it was published in
and
ruces — for the Democate:
.
71
plane without warning, firing
he contends he is being held pris- of the slate of Bert T Combs, rocm al the Park Terrace to ac- the Caterier Journal
"WHEREAS:
This
mot
great
ta
'nation for state treasurer. The
oner A hospital spokesman indi- whose co-chairman manager is cciait_date the crowd attending.
S.
41:, n.s% cansader tna geo- tracer snare_aattion.
merit embraces more than one cated
Prizes far for the style show graphical locatien forbidding as
Wial figures , gave Mrs Stovall
Radio reports 'indicated that
the governor is becoming State Superintendent of Public
boys
million
of
under
years
12
will be in three categories-1. Gut of 50 candidates only two two planes made the attack. They
W6.401 to 11S.879 for Pearl F.
a bit more reconciled to his Instruction Robert R. Martin.
helped
who
age
are
to
become
Runy .n. her closest opponent.
Mrs. Beasley said she was asked oldest outfit; 2- prettiest outfit; a ere In m this congressional dis- said the jets made six tieing runs
enforced stay.
responsible Americans of the fuOther Deenocratc nominees cersaid the ETAO SHRD ChTWWYY
Announcement by District Judge bet-re the primary to help in the 3 best self-made copy of an aid trict.
manture, and
Joe Bailey Dill is the new
tified included:
L. D Godard Monday that he campaign of Carlos Oakley, Mor- outfit A prize will also be givtn
6. I have no malice or ill will and followed the patrol plane
WHEREAS: Thousands of adult
ager of the Murray Drive In
would need a week to decide ganfield, a candidate for the office f. r the visitorstoward anyone but am very grate- ti within 50 feet ,,f the water 33
Wilson W Wyatt, Louisville. for Theatre, succeeding
T omm y volunteers, whose only motive is
Many visitors are expected ful for the 61000 votes I received. it took evasive action.
whether "Ole Earl" should be re- of public instruction superintendlieutenant governor; Henry H. Brawn who is leaving Murray to to cuaivate a Wholeerene, benefr•m Mayteed. Murray and UnThe department said the atleased from John Sealy Hospital ent on the Combs slate.
The above statements are true
Carter. West Liberty. for secretary aaeurne management of the Sun- heal climate of tarrnative trainShe said she was told by John ion City B&PW chapters.
capped a day long habeas corpus
no one will dispute them. tack took place at 12738 p, m.
and
of state: John H. Breckinridge, set Drive In Theatre in Paducah. ing and who give unstintingly of
The style show winner will
Tuesday June 16 Japanese t:me
hearing marked by shouted in- L Vickers, director of the division
Respectfully yours,
Lexington, for attorney general:
Dell has been associated with their time and energies to this terruptions
of Pupil Transpertation that "Your represent the Fulitan-South Ful11:36 p. m. Monday "L.JUrie 15
W Z. Carter
from
the
fiery
brother
Joe W Schneider. Covington. for the Murray Theatre since July end. and
ton
chapter
Centennial
in the
ine mit,"g
depend upon it. and
oi
jmab
EDT.
of the late Huey Long
klate auditor; Wendell P. Butler, of 1956 He is a resident of MurWHEREAS: The Little League
show
style
on July 23 and will
The Navy aircraft a P4M MerLong referred to his physician
-ankfort. for superintendent of tey and has attended Murray Foundation has become the KeyChandler declined comment, say- also represent the chapter in Una
liter patrol plane, was flying at
cousin as a "horse doctor" and at
public instruction; Emerson iDoe) State College for three pears He stone af the future and the cor7.000 feet over internatenal waanother point referred to hospital ing "It wasn't my doing and I ion City at "Welcome Day" on
Beauchamp. Russellville. for com- is marred .to the former Miss nerstone cif permanency for this
July 10.
teal in the Sea of Japan, abut
attendants as "bone crushers." don't even know their names."
missioner of agriculture; Wayne Anita McDougal of Murray.
great mavement in the broad area
The F3d1PW style show commitReports were that some 22 state
85 miles ease of Wonsan. North
Once, while sitting in the jury
W. Freeman. Mayfield. 1st District
Jr.,
our
Vinson.
country's
youth,
of
and
P.
H.
Dial,
Joe
highway department employes in tee is composed of Miss Gertrude '
Korea.
railroad commissioner; R obert Tommy and Joe.Bailey Dill have
WHrEREAS: By action of the box, he noticed his trouser fly the Bowlirse Green area have been Murphey, Mrs. Mnntelle Tripp,
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Huie arid
Skies were clear and ceiling
was open and casually stood to
Damron. Teel. 3rd District rail- also acquired the Paducah Sunset National Congress of Little LeagMiss Ouida Jewell. Miss Asna- Mrs. Jeff Shroat attended gradu- unlimited.
fired recently.
zip it up.
road commissioner.
Baseball,
ue
appropriate
Frian
day
Theatre and will reopen it
line Hamra, Mrs. Elizabeth Cald- ation exerciees of their brother
The annauncement said the
Although it was not noticeable.
Candidates previously certified day. June 19. The theatre is be- during the period of June 14-20.
well and Mrs. Clarice Thorpe. land son. Frankie E. Shansat who P4M was on a routine training
Long was under tranquilizer drugs
by the board included: Doris ing c.mpletely redecorated and 1959 has been set aside for the
All members of the Fulten-'graduated M.nday, June 15th patrol. It was based at Iwakuni,
during the hearing, the haispit,1
Owens, Wickliffe. Democratic nom- Tammy Brown said it will be observance ab Little League
with a Bachelor of Science de- Marine air facility on the inland
spokesman said.
leeee for clerk of the Court of one (if West Ketnucky's most Foundation Day .
a•ked to participate. These plan- gree in Pharmacy hem the Uni- Sea of Japan's Honshu Island.
Long shouted to reporters "still
WppeaLs: Wallace Jones, Lexing- beautiful drive in theatres upon
NOW there I Holmes Elhs,
ning ta take part are asked to versity of Tennessee, Mempies
The announcement said skillful
jail, boys" when he was led
Mayor, City of Murray do hereby In
ton. Republican nominees for state beripleticen of the wark
Frankie is a Murray High grad- handling by LA. Cendr. Donald
contact Ouida Jewell at phones
away
at
Bro.
Harold
the
end
Irvan
of
will
preach
the
hearing
treasurer. Mrs Ed Werinner. Aluate
Brown, wishes to express his pnalaim, the Week of June 14- Monday
and
470
attended
or
Murray
177
State.
at
Fulton
and give
Mayer. the pilot, enabled the
at the Pleasant Valley Church of
bany. Republican nominee for thanks to all the peaple who 20, 1959 as the period for obHe received his Bachelor of Sci- badly-damaged plane to be broA hospital authority who de- Christ on Sunday June 21. Bible her a detailed destription of the
auditor: and Amos D. Elblen, helped to make his management servance of
ence
degree
from
bef.re
Kentucky
outfit.
WesWednealay. June
ught safely inta Miho Air Farce
Frankfort. Republican nominee for of the Murray Drive In theatre LITTLE LF-AGUE FOUNDNTION clined to be quoted by name said study will be -at 1000 a.m and 17
leyan College in Oweresboro, Ky Base on Honshu.
that "naturally. Governor Long preaching at 11:00.
DAY
5th District appellate judge.
Miss
Frances
nacelle
Bradley amena
The tail gunner was wounded
was diaappointed" about not winThe evening services will be
And urge all citizens to recognize
panted Mr and Mrs. Hine and when his gun was knocked out
held at 7 30. The public is invited
ning his immediate release.
and give support to the program
Mrs. Shroat and attended the on the first of six runs made by
"He thought that he would be to hear Bro. Irvan.
of Little' League Baseball.
gra(fustian service'
the attacking planes.
on his way home AO Loqjarana
last night. But
e had accepted
MEET CHARLIE BROWN .
A. P. Slaughtr of 904 Vine
the court's act
very well."
Street, Murray, is leaving sfr
The
po
man said that the
St. Louis so that he can attend
governor's spirits seemed to have
the St. Louis ball game Wednesbeen improved by seeing a numday night when the Gas House
ber of his friends in court. He
Gang well be honored.
Believing that inadequate cul- "I attribute much of my success
also said that Long is much bettet
Players to be honored will intivation is one of the principal In consistently producing good
Donald G. Hughes received his physically than he had been in a
clude Pepper Martin, third base.
factors causing RO much over- quality leaf to the practice of
Doctor of Medicine degree from week.
PHILADELPHIA tun — Repub- agree with me that the
Jess Hanes, pitcher, Joe Medsized. wild undesirable tobacco regular and vigorous cultivation"
WTIT
hospital noted that the mild
the University of Louisville Mediwick, left field, Frankie Frish, lican National Chairman Thruston ance of a considerable n
He points out that regular
in the poet several crape. the
et
cal School in graduation exercises sedation the governor was under
Morton
B.
cautioned
sircand
organized
base,
both
Dark. Toterco Quahty Improve- paneing will control excessive
Democrats who were elected;
Paul and DizsiA
t
on the University of Louisville Monday in no way hampered his
zy Dean, pitchers. Rogers Horns- labor today against joining the strong union support heir
oeent Genmittee asked a number growth of shallow nxits, thereby
thinking or restricted his activiCampus. June 7.
Democratic
camp.
by, seccmd base, Ken Odea, catchNg good Dark tabeceo growers encouraging the plant to develao
far short of what had been exDr Hughes is the son of Mr. ties
"I seriously doubt that it is in pected." the GOP Party chairman
er. and Wild Bill Hallahan, pitchto give their views on haw Dark a deep tap root, and will assure
Long. 83. showed op at the
and Mrs. A. L. Hughes, 1637 Farthe
long-run interest of labor to said.
er and native Kentuckian.
tobacco should be cultivated to the slow growing, healthy plant
mer Ave. Miss Sue Hughes and hearing with slightly glazed eyes
Mr. Slaughter says he has seen place so many of its eggs in
produce tap quality and satisfac- which is necesaarry far the proHe said when the books are
Miss Martha Hughes of Murray and a somewhat stumbling gait
all ef the above play, with the the Democrats- political baskets." closed on the eight years of the
tory yield. Regardless of the style duction of good bodied, quality
and Mr. Joe Hughes of Hopkins- He asked for the hearing by
exception of Paul Dean, Rogers Morton said.
of tobacco tthey Usually produce, Dark tobacces
Eisenhower administration "they
elite. Kentucky attended the grad- filing a writ of habeas corpus in
Harnsby and Jess Hanes. about
The Kentucky senator made the will show that more people have
whether cutting, wrapper. biller
Otho Crowe. well known (7hrkwhich he charged that he wah
uation of their brother.
twenty or twenty-five years ago. statements, in a speech prepared been at work, earning more, proor muff, their recommendations ban County, Kentucky, producer
Dr. Hughes will visit in Murray drugged, tied hand and foot and
He says he plans to get anther for the AFL-CIO's third annual ducing more and investing more
were surprisingly snrilar. Practi- of fine Dark Fired tobacco, !stat- with his parents before
leaving to spirited away from Louisiana eggisei look at them Wednesday Industrial
Relations Conference than during any comparable pecally all of them said that wet ed, "As soon as the plan
start serve a one year rotating intern- ainet his will May 30.
night
here. Sen Stuart Symington ID- riod in the nation's history. And
weather conditions during parts to grow Or even before, in case
Godard. in announcing the pastship at Charity Hospital, New
Mo was to discuss the Demo- the most important dividend of all
gi the cawing seasons for the rains have eructed the growth or
pnnement of a decision, also said
Orleans, Louisiana.
cratic Party's view of Collective is the fact that the peace has
peel several years had prevented it has been packed by machinery
that he had conferred with prr,bargaining following Morton's ad- been maintained.''
them from mettle/hating their crops during transplanting, I shallow
bate Judge Hugh Gibson and that
dress.
Morton said it was his "deep
ae nen as they would have lik- cultivate with a harraw. Later,
Gibson had decided to postpone a
Morton said it was "no secret" conviction" that decisions relating
ed Nearly all of them also said after plaMs are well rooted and
sanity hearing scheduled for today
that in the last 25 years labor
the general shortage of labor growing. I believe a double shovContinued on Page Two
until Godard makes his ruling.
Rev. Paul Phillips, associate
has been more closely identified
was pertly responsible for insuf- el or resat's used at least once a
pastor of the Baradway MethoCharlie
is
an
inveterate
worfic.ent cultialation.
with the Democrats than this Reweek gives better) results than
Uatt•4 Pries@ int00000towel
rier, frets over trifles. And he's dist Church of Paducah, will publicans. He said that in the
Here are a few of the state- tractor cudtivati
hold
the
revival
for
the
Bethel
convinced
that nobody likes him.
mente which are typical.
1958 elections only $13,850 f $1.Raymond Jernin, who year
Souwest,
Kentuy
cic --- Partly
th
Most of all, he wants to be re- Methodist Church two and one- 828.777 spent by 32
Vernon Butt erveorth, a preen I - after year make
either fine
labor grime
half
rrrilee
northeast
this
cloudy
of
morning
Fair
and
Murray
cognized by the other kids. So
nene Dark tobacco grower of wrappers or spinners in Robertwas on behalf af GOP candidaa
The
reeival
begins
afternoon,
on
this
mild
tonight
and
June
he's extremely friendly and polite
Valkeway County, Kentucky, said, son County, Tennessee, told a
Acts Fall Short
Wednesday. High today 86, low
There will be a pre-sichool clinic —which doesn't often help. He's 18 and continues through June
merniber of the Committee. alt is
But he said the Republican
tonight 60.
•
Friday,
June 19 at 9:00 a m at the the lovable little fellow in PEA- 28. Services wil begin at 7:45
The word brummagem. mean- very important to break up any
Party
now has at least three state
Temperaturee at 5 a. m. CDT; Health Center for Murray Collett"' NUTS, one of America's greatest each eve'n'ing
chairmen who are card-carrying
ing showy but trashy, is a a-ir- crust on the surface of the sail Lsruiseille
58, Lexington 57, Bow- High whose last name begins with comic strips, appearing in The
ruption el Birmingham, the city quickly. When newly set, this
union members, and thousands of
Ling Green 53, Paducah 57, Cov- M through Z
Ledger & Times begining next
The Federal government's pay- union members are serving as
In England which once was fa- should be done with a harrow,
ington 55, London 52 and HopThose who missed the last clinic Monday. For some reason or an- roll has risen in
cost during the GOP county chairmen and premete; for manufacturing gilt toys but after the plants start grewkinsville 57.
may also bring their children at other, he feels that nobody likes past le years from
Continued on Page Four
$162 to $255 cinct committeemen.
or rather poor quality,
Evansville, Ind., 60.
this time.
him.
per American family.
"I believe many of you will

State Board
Certifies
Candidates
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Fulton B&PW Club
Centennial Style
Show Is June 22
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Attend Graduation
Of Frankie Shroat

•
Waite AGENT

Cultivation Necessary For
'Production Of Good Tobacco

A. P. Slaughter To
See Gas House Gang

Donald G. Hughes
Receives Doctor Of
Medicine Degree

Morton Cautions Labor On
Joining Democratic Camp

Rev. Paul Phillips
To Be Evangelist

CHARLIE BROWN

Pre-School Clinic
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Bro. Irvan Will
Preach This Sunday

'Weather
Report
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Joe Bailey Dill
Ts New Manager,
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TUESDAY — JUNE 16, 1959

LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PUBLISHED by LEDGES • TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. ?us
conaohdat/on of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Thrum, end The
Plmes-lierald, October Mk 192I, and the West Kamissekian. Amway
1941.

United Press International
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TUESDAY -- JUNE 16, 19-19

Team
W L
Yankees
6 2
Cards
6 2
Athit tics
3 4
34
Cubs
GB Nationals
3 4
Reds
I 6
1
3
PONY LEAGUE STANDINGS
3,2
W 1.
Team
3,2
. ....... 6 1
Dodgers .....
61i
5 2
Indians
8,1
2 5
Phils
10
I 6
Orioles

"Hold That Tiger" Is The Cry That Goes Up From Seven
.iitval Teams As Even Ole Hoyt Wilhelm Fails In Defense

him out of the 'oox for good
Ry FRED DOWN
NATIONAL LEAGUE
United Press International
measure Monday night with a
W L Pct
Who's gonna hold that Tiger if 8-4 victory over the Baltimore
Milwookee
34 25 .576
even Hoyt Wilhelm can't.
Orioles. The coup de grace was
aan Francisco
34 27 .557
Seven American League rivals a two-.run hornier by likitrvey
32 29 525
P.ttsburgh
wish they could answer the ques- Kuenn that marked the first
31 29 517
Chicago
t.on as Jimmy Dykes' Detroit Ti- round-tripper off the knuckleball
. 32 30 ,,516
Los Angeles
gers continue their drive toward ace in 97 innings.
Cincinnati
28 32 467
first place. They're only a game
Hoyt Tagged In 6th, 7th
S; Louis
25 33 431
Wilhelm, who semed to be
and a half from their goal now
t. 'adelphia
23 34 404
and they've been rolling at a throwing the next best thing to
Monday's Results
.714-clip since Lsing 15 of their an invisible pitch in compiling a
Angeles 4 3.4,1waukee 0, n:ght
first 17 games.
9-0 record and a 1.00 earned run
Only game scheduled.
The Tgefs ended Wlhelm's nine- era beat the Milwaukee Braves,
game winning streak and knocked 4-0, in the only National League
Today's Games
game.
P taburh t Ch.cago
Continued from Page One
Detroit's Ray Narleski went 7%
Milwaukee at Los Angeles. night
shop should be d, union
to
the
innings before giving way to Dave
C.ncinnati at San Francisco. night
bargaino ;.i
collective
termined
by
Ph.lirdelphia at St. Louis, 2. games,
between employers and union,
twilight - night
not through right-to-work law*.
Wednesday's Gasses
Inflation Creel Levy
In the first National Lezgio,
Pi:tsburgh at Chicago
The GOP chairman said the
game of the Park Circuit yesteoPh„Lidelphia at St. Louis. night
collective
bargiaining
alternative to
day aftermon, the Dodgers won
Cooannati at San Francisco
-is a system under which the
Alilwaukee at Ls Angeles, two government, rather than free peo- over the Tigers 7 to 5 dispite a
The In.ilans downed the Origrand slam 11.-ime run by the
oarnes. twilight - night
ple. makes the decisi,ns ... in
ofies 7 to 3 in recent Pony LeagTigers' Alan Valentine.
peacetime. we don't need it and
The Tigers collected a tetel of ue Action as the Indians drubbed
we don't want it."
six hits including a double by out seven hits and allowed the
AMERICAN LEAGUE
speech
prepared
for
deIn
a
W L Pct, GB
Team
Aft-Catty and a triple by Terhune. orioles only two.
livery later today in New York.
Cleveland
32 24 .571
Imes led a 'ix hit attack by the
B:ackburn led the Indians at
Morton said inflation is the "sha rChicago
33 25 .569.
Dodgers with a triple and a sIng- the plate vrith three singles. Kercruelest levy el'er laid upon i
pest,
le. Nonbitt and Packson each tal- Yick and Gr.gan each had a singDetroit
32 27 .542
poor. the aged, the prudent."
30 29 508 3,11 the
Led a double.
Baltimore
le frr the 1,..sing Orioles. G.trbs'
called 'blithering non-sense"
He
2'7 29 .482 5
New York
Jackson was the winner and two hit pitching gave hint the
the notion that a little creeping
28 29 .473 3,i
x was the looing hurler.
Kansas City
victory anti saddled Kerlicic with
inflation is a good thing.
25 M .431 8
! In the second garne, the Otrioles this loss.
Boston
Mort,n told the National Asso25 34 424 8,4
blasted the Pirates 7 to 3. Jones
Washington
In the second game of the
ciation of Purchasing agents that
Monday's Results
Eovernment deficit, which he said was the winning pitcher heild.ng everi:ng, the Dodgers ran past
the
Pirate.," only two hits and the Phils 8-1, litwe gave up sevWashington 8 Kansas City 5. night was an important contributor to
drilling a h ame run to aid his en hits but clairnid 'the victery
Detroit 6 Baltimore 4. ni,:rht
inflation, can be held down with
own cause.
as the Phils managed to eceire
Cleveland 5 Boston 1. night
"a little prudent discretion in reThe Orioles cal:er'ce
total ,f cr,:y one run. Deirrnie Danner was
Only games scheduled.
fusing to venture down new primfive hi's, includir g a r' olble by the lesong pitcher allowing the
Teday's Games
rose paths of welfare-state exWoods and a tw-o-'
by Dann. Do:tilers eiieht rime
nine hks.
Chicago at New York. night
penditures for pressure group West lid this lite•ret
1. triple 112.1ern had ti'llgles for the
Cleveland at Boston. night
causes."
_ .id Cate had a s.ngle.
, winners,
Detroit at Baltimore. night
—
Kansas City at Washingt..h. night
Wednesday's Games
Lex(outori-veraisities aeaj, comptEto d.1439.
Kansas City Al Washingt n. night
Detroit at BAtirnore. nizht
Chicago at New York
Cleveland at Boston
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LITTLE LEAGUE
STANDINGS

Major League
Standings
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Morton...

Park Circuit In
Play Yesterday

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED

Indians, Dodgers
Win In Pony Action

New School Buildings
$130,00
Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidt-walks, Curbs and Gutters
'Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
John Waddy Wear, age sli. died Monday. June 13.
after a trairt attack. Ile was the son of the late D. M.
and Minnie Cobbs Wear of Murray.
Survivors include two brothers. Elliott of Murray, and
Daniel of Nashville, Tenn.. three sisters. Miss Emily
Wear. Mrs. Ronald Chun.hill and Mrs. Connie Ford, all
of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wilcox. who have been recent
guests of Mrs. Wilcox's "aster, Mrs. Gregg Miller and
Mr. Miller, also of other relatives, have returned to
their home in Royal Oak, Michigan.
Mrs. Robert Gass will present her piano and voice
pupils in a recital at the Hazel Methodist Church, June
16th at S:00 o'clock.

Sisler to gain credit for his fourth loss in 12 games for the Braves
victory cif the year.
and Hank Aarm went hitless in
four trips.
Bell Throws 3-flitter
Gary Bell pitched a three-hitter
and struck out nine batters to win
his sixth game for the Indians.
The Indians made only eight hits
themselves but three were hornIn Prep League action last night,
average, shut out the Tigers for the Giants stopped the Tigers 8-7
five innings but then they tagged on the effective pitching of Verhim for three runs in the sixth non Stubblefield who had 13
and finished him with Kuenn's strikeouts. The Giants collected 10
homer in the seventh. It marked hits as Fisk led the way with two
only the third time in 11 starts doubles and a single.
that he failed to finish.
Ray Roberts was the losing
The Cleveland Indians ran their hurler although he blasted four
winning streak to six games and singles in five trips . to the plate
went into first place with a 5-1 for the Tigers_ Foust also had a
win over the Boston Red Sox and double for the losers.
The second game saw the Pirthe Washington Senators ended a
five-game losing streak with an ates blast the Braves 10-4. The
8-5 decision over the Kansas City Pirates had seven hits. Jackson
Athletics in other American Lea- clouted a couple of sisingles. The
gue games. The inA Angeles Dodg- winning pitcher, Junior Ferguson.
ers — by Minnie Minoso, Mike struck out 13 batters and alloweell
Bates and Woody Held. Bill Mon- the Braves only four hits. Parker-0
wielded the big stick drilling
boucplette was the loser.
three . singlet.
••• ,
Harmon Killebrew clouted his
Sammie Parker was credited
22nd horner anl Jim Lemoa hit with the loss and was relieved by
his 17th to lead a 10-hit Washing- Ronnie Roberts in the third innton attack that routed Bud Daley ing. Roberts ran into trouble in
In three innings. John Romonosky the talk _or 4iving up only
shut- out the itthtetices for eight dhe'rhier
dias replaced by Don
innings but then was kayoed when Wells who gave up one hit In
trke,
the A's segred flee rtgla in
finishing Ow itainitt I
ninth.
'too- oa.4.
44:Taiew sirtickl "tit'
Don' i13.
total
'Season
raise
kis
Biller4E-to
lititnittgan Island. 10 and a half
to 103 afte -strIn his sixth garne. rnileroff
without Main, opDodger's
Bob Buhl shut rat the
eratgsa
g laritation with a
for six innings but Los Angeles min'rnurn of
government. It
,seventh hee only 60
scored tot' runs in the.
anent residents
on "a walk, an error, a ifieuble by and in a
season a top MonJun Gilliam and Wally Moon's began"
erman will harvest as
three-run homer. It was the eighth muc4) 4. ITO pounds of Lbster.

Prep League Sees
Action Last Night

— Jar.. LEN4YON
in "IT HAPPENED TO JANE"
in Color
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Why let a gas-hog drain you dry?

Go RAMBLER
25.29

9835

MILES PER GALLON
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Comparative upkeep
costs on Kentucky
highways in dollars
per square yard pe
year...based on Ken
lucky Highway Dept
rccorus, 1936 to 1956

ASPHALT

. Open 6:30 - Start Dusk

qfthe
QUARTER.4001V.
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MURRAY

Product-on

MEN'S.

Fight Results
United Press International
NEW YORK — Billy Flamio,
1i7. New York. outpointed Peter
Schmidt, 1441a. New York 110i.

:TAY

ALS.FaT

WE
WI

Rei

NEW ORLEANS -- Henry Hank,
160 D-trait. knocked out Willie

G

B

in

BOYS'

$1 20

WED. ONLY!

oU

DOiLARS PER SO. YARD
St co

CARACAS. Venezuela — Vicente
R•VaS, :34. Venezuela. outp.anted
Flash Elorde. 135. Philipp.nes 1

LAST
TIMES
TONITE!

T?r,SD

o4 toss oil

:0 60

,ss
-- DOOMED TO DIE—Dennis Hoffman plays with his electric
train in Brownwood. Tex., unaware that a brain tumor will
kill him before he reaches his
9th birthday Dec. 14. Already
he has lost use of his right
arm, and has only limited use
of his right leg. The Brownwood Lions club put on a
"birthday party" for him, and
arranged for hie mother, Mrs.
Syble Hoffman, whose husband
deserted the family, to have
time off from her job with pay
• eu she can spend the lard few
weel'e of 1T'-n' 'ire
—

Drii
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50.20
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AGE Of PAVEMENT—YEARS

20

•
can save Kentucky S20,200,000
on its new Interstate Highways in 20 years!

The

Wonl

%Ion and ochonat 4.1.00Int •10,a

A study of Highway Dripartment records for the heaviest
traveled roads built in Kentucky since 1936 proves
concrete costs 75% less for upkeep than asphalt.

44

kitAt
ei.

Drive the economy king.feet most miles per gallon, lowtirst eayst, luatio. maintenance, highest resale in the field.
I ull family room. Lastest to turn, park. Automatic transmisaim or os.erdrive. Airliner reclining seats. New low-cost air
,..Airlditinnint
..11141"ie Ste
'Lir Ron Hcr dealer.
1.111111 id= MIIMP

WILSON MOTORS

515 So, li th

Nateicas Mow prep&
•

San,•,
lataallst

St.

MUST'VE BEEN SCARED— Rieht
after manager Joe Gordon told
I the Cleveland Indians that if
they didn't do some hitting and
pitchthre there would be a lot of
new faces around, Rocky Creel/it° I above) hit foiir
the horne runs, so he must've
taken the talk to heart. He's
the eighth in major league history to hit four homers In a
single game, and the third to do
it in cotlaecutive times at bat.

The same rate of savings can be applied to our state's
now Interstate highways. In 20 years concrete ( an save
$31,600 per four-lane mile,or a grand total of$20,200,000
on the System's entire 640 miles.
Remember, too, while the Federal Government pays
90, of the original construction cost, it does not pay one
single penny for upkeep. You pay it -along with all the
other Kentucky drivers. The money comes from the
state road fund that is financed byzthe tax on every gallon of gasoline you boy.

That's wl* concrete's true economy and qualty are so
important—why euerv mile of Kentucky's Inter-4.,
te
System should he paved ,* ith moderr cercirte.

•
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PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
805 Commonwealth Building, Louisville, Kentucky
A nntionot organization Po imorore and extend the usrs of concrete

flG

L'

Se6k Settle Co. Will Be Open Each Thursday
Afternoon To Serve Our Customers
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!yen
In Defense .1)

.eague Sees
Last Night

Ole+ ganat.
D,4, Off,. 4

CO

Full Cut

SERE

1

OVERALLS
High Back - Sanforized

MEN'S
ii

$2.98
14 to 16 & Husky

• s2.98

s2.49
•

0

Full Cut - Size 32-46

Extra Heavy Hickory Stripe
Perfect Fit for Every Figure!
Size 30 to 46

s2.79

s5.49

OR

SHIRTS

WORK
SHOES

BOYS'

uphosp

1.
14
° to

Drivitngr Gloves $159
_

tt

• 1

,

•

6 Reasons

Men's

•

• Non-Fray Cuff
Hems

•

WORK PANTS
s-42
$198

$298 to $498

10-oz. Vat Dyed Denim. Sanforized, triple
stitched, bar tacked at points of strain.

OVERALLS

10-oz. vat dyed denim. Sanforized. Full cut. Triple
stitched. Bar tacked at points of strain. Size 30-46.

by LEVI

$3.49

OVERALLS

Fit-all proportioned sizes. Carefully graduated to fit.
Strong buttons really stay on. Triple stitched. Sanforiz-

MEN'S

- Several Colors

MEN'S

Bandana
HANDKERCHIEFS

• THICK, NON-CURL SUSPENDERS
• RUST PROOF FASTNERS
• FULL CUT BIB, FLAP POCKETS
• TRIPLE STITCHED MAIN SEAMS
• REINFORCED HIP POCKETS
• DEEP POCKETS OF BOAT SAIL DRILL
• BAR TACKED AT POINTS OF STRAIN
• 10-0Z. VAT DYED DENIM, SANFORIZED
SIZES 30 to 46

$2.79
extra sizes - - $3.49
MEN'S

HATS

Chambray

Size 28 to 38

Blue and Red Colors

All Tpaes,
Including Westerns

$4.98

15c&194 ea.

Wir to $i"

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SIM
t

•1•••4',

7.0

-

CO.

Canvas Top
Crepe Sole

WORK
Slippers
SHIRTS
Sizes 14 ti 17

Two button-down flap pockets!
Size 14 to 17
Sleeve Length S-M-L

,
A,a • • • AS-,

$

MEN'S

SHIRTS $2.98 BELK7SETTLE
!
tip

Size 28 to 46.

WORK - STRAW

TO MATCH PANTS

0011111111111iime

DUNGAREES

.98
JACK
RABBI
T
$3.95
OVERALLS
to

ed. Size 30 to 46.

PANTS

FULL CUT SANFORIZED GRAY OR GREEN

$2.98

• Rubber Sole
• All Leather Uppers
SPECIAL

MEN'S BLUE DENIM

10-0Z. DENIM DUCK HEAD VAT DYED

IVY LEAGUE

• Fray-Proof Pockets

Men's Work Shoes

OSH KOSH B'GOSH BLUE

MEN'S

• Good Zipper

$1.98

Sizes 28 - 42

Men's Sport Caps 49c

UNDERSHIRTS
39 - 3 for '1.00

• Double Safety
Stitched Band

•

HOUSEHOLD TOOLS

SHIRTS
59 2 for $1

• Button-Down Flap
Pockets

2-button-down flap
pockets. Khaki and
grey. Sizes 14-17.

high-o.oml; y, imported and domestic

Men's
WHITE TEE

Shirt Collar
Interlined

WORK SHIRTS

BERMUDA

each

59 2 for $1

Dress

MEN'S FRUIT OF THE LOOM TWILL

and Plaids

Boxer & Gripper Styles
Fancy and Solid
Sizes 28 to 42

Work Clothes

$2.49

PR.$9°°

Stripes - Solids

SHORTS

The Best Buy

2

Shorts

Men's
BROADCLOTH

Why
FRUIT-OF-THE
LOOM
is

in

s!

Oki are •D
Inter .4.0.0
:te.

m
Lall
Med., Large Sizes

171,12. Short, med., long sleeves.

SleeveOR
47°

Men's Long or Short Top

MEN'S ALL LEATHER

ASPHALT

SHIRTS
TO MATCH ABOVE DESCRIBED PANTS
Two button-down flap pbets. Size 14-

• Size 28-42

$9.98

3 pair $1.00

dIFON

• Pockets Guaranteed Life of Pants

$4:98

•

•

$3.00

• Boatsail Pockets & Waist Bands

Pliers, levels, drill sets, screwdriver
sets, wood carving tools, padlocks,
chain guards, auto wrench sets, glue,
overdoor garment hangers ,files, oilers, extension cords, mercury switches, etc. Many, many useful items
values up to $2.50.

Cork Soles, Solid
One-Piece Back

Full cut. Grey and Khaki. Si7P 2R-50.

• Type One heavy Army Twill

Railroad Sox

20

PR

• KHAKI COLOR
A
1T
7C
1 ti.ABOVE
LE
no

White or Random Color
Size 10-13

2
16
f-YEARS

Well made, waist bands and pocket,
heavy boat sail fabric. Sanforized.

'pro. 4 Twill - Sanforized - Heavy Sail Pockets and Waist - Size 29 to 42

WORK
OVERALLS
PANTS
$4.98 2i$9.

2;OU LOOK GREAT

Regular & Slim

l)NCRETE

WORK PANTS

MEN'S KHAKI AND GREY TWILL

10-oz. Hickory Stripe or Herringbone - Full Cut - Size 34 to 44
Men's JACK RABBIT WHITE
Osh Kosh B'gosh CARPENTER

BOYS' 4 to 12

i

MEN'S TWILL

CR

WESTERN
WRANGLERS

$2.98

Size

s4.98 Work Pants $269 2 s5.
in BLUE BELL'S

Sanforized for Fit

30-46

COVERALLSPAINTER BRAND SANFORIZED

tin Island. 10 and a half
Abe wgisof Main, opr3Pit' isaftation with a
of 1
government. It
anent residents
season a top Monerman will harvest as
1100 pounds of Lbster.

ntucky
dullars
ard per
on KenSy Dept.
to 1956.

Denium OVERALLS

All
Day
Thursday

0

Parker was ▪ credited
loss and was relieved by
oberts in the third innTts ran into trouble in
u,iving up only
ne*as replaced by Don
in gave up one hit in

MEN'S JACK RABBIT HICKORY STRIPE

Open

: games for the Braves
Aaron went hitless ifl

League action last night,
s stopped the Tigers 8-7
fective pitching of Verklefield wino had 13
The Giants collected 10
;lc led the way with two
rid a single.
Dberts was the losing
though he blasted four
five trips to the plate
'igers Foust also had a
r the losers.
ond game saw the Pirthe Braves 10-4. The
ad seven hits. Jackson
couple of csingles. The
litcher, Junior Ferguson.
t 13 batters and allowed,
s only four hits. Parke./
the big stick drilling
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1.00

ea

Assorted Colors
Sizes 6 to 12

$2.98 Pr-
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Mrs. R. Churchill

'The Ed Griffins On
1 acation Trip

iIrs. G. R. Jones
I ntertains Circle
l;roup Recently
The Lotto. Moon Circle of the
F.rst Baptist WNW met recently
the he of Mrs. G. B Jones,
Forlane Drive,
Mrs.. Purdom Outlar.d presided
at the business session.
Mrs Art Lee was in charge of
ihe program on "Thailand- Participanting were Mn. Castle Parker,
Mrs. Eugene Russell. Mrs William
C. Adams, Mrs. James Hamilton
and Mrs. A. W. Russell.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess and co-hostess. Mrs.
Glenn Wooden to 12 members and
tutu visitors. Mrs. 0. C. Wells,
Mrs. Marvell Smith, Mrs. W. C.
Elkins and Miss Betty Jo Ward.

Lochie Landolt, Editor
NI:. and Mrs. Ed Griffin and
Ann left today for a two weeks
vacation trip through Kentucky,
Alabama and Gatlinsburg. Tenn.
They will be entertained in Louisville by Mr. and Mrs. Mark Ethridge. Mr .and Mrs. Floyd Edwards. Assistant Managing Editor
of The Louisville Times; Mr. and
Mrs Marvin Gay. Times Sports
columnist; and Mr. and Mrs. A.
A. Daugherty. They will aLso visit
H. P Mehlath. Mr. Grifin's brother. In Huntsville. Ala.. they will
Tuesday, June 16th
meet in the home of Mrs. Este
visit Mr. and Mrs. Al Alexander,
Circle No. 2 of the W. S. C. E Carter at 730 in the evening.
Mrs. Grifm's aunt and uncle.
•••
While in Chattancoga, they will of the First Methodist C.hirreh
Thursday, Julie 18th
be with Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hunt. will moot in the social hall at
The Suburban Homealeers Club
Mrs Hunt is the former. Isabelle 2:30.
will meet at 9 a. m. at the city
•• •
Waldrop.
The \VMS of the First Baptist park.
•••
Church will meet at 2:30 in the
afternoon for the regular proSaturday. June DM
The Young Women's Sunday
gram meeting.
The Dorcas Class of the First School Class of the First Baptist
BasateA Church wJl meet in the Church will have a breakfast
home of Mrs. A W. Russel:, 321 meeting at the Collegiate Inn at
North Seventh Street at 730
seven-thirty in the morning. Group
the evernng Mrs Katherine Oat- VIII with Mrs. Voris Wells as
land and group ten will be in chairman, will be in charge.
•• ••
charge.
•••
Monday. June Mad
The Gladys McElrath BWC of
The American Legion Auxiliary
the Memorial Bapest chterh will will meet at 7:30 in the evening
at the Legion Hall. fl_steses will
be Mrs. N. A. Waldrop, Mrs.
Macon Erwin, and Mrs. Avis
Smith.
Continued from Page One

4
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Social Calendar

•
Sandone

Mrs. Junior Cook
Sekcted President
Hazel Homemakers

Cultivation...

Cleaned!

irug cuitivaton should be deeper,
and repeated weekly until the
passage of eq uiprnom between
the rows tseginsi to break or
bru.se the leaves."
Clarkaville a member of the
Caninittee met two Montgsmery
County, Tertneee, growers. Mar1 v.n Grant and Buford Rudolph,
who were discussing crop prospeets. Both of them sell tw qualtY tobacco every year. •Mr.Grant
emphas.zed the fact that Dark
tobacco needs more cultvIrtion
than aknost any farm crop, and
agreed with Mr. Rudaiph, who
stated. 'Based in my experience
:n grinving dark fired tabacco
for the peat 50 years, I vrill make
a few remarks about cultivation.
"I tionk it is very important to
give the tobacco all the cultivaLon possible while it is little.
We uae 14 Mirth harnmsfQllowo-ed by a mootss. and sometimes
foOcaw these With a double shovel. We usuaLy plow our tobacco
6 or 7 omes with either a ratus
or double Al000t and use the

It's the new scientific way
o kissp worm weather garments
lookang their best for leisure,
ploy or dress-up wear.

WHY, THAT'S NOT MERELY
CLEAN—IT ACTUALLY
LOOKS BRAND NEW!

I

Sanitone's exclusive deep
down cleansing action gets
out ALL the dirt—even
ground-in dirt that makes
clothes look old before
their time.
AND LOOK AT THOSE
COLORS SO BRIGHT, CLEAR
AND SPARKLING!
EVEN HAS THAT
STORE-FRESH CRISPNESS
AND FEEL

Perspiration, too, is
gone—a must for warm
weather wear. Clothes
are reallr spotless when dry cleaned the Scutum
v. ay. Try us today.

MEN'S SUITS
PLAIN SKIRTS
BLANKETS .... • ..... •
TROUSERS

only 99'
only 49*
only 99*
only 49*

PLAIN DRESSES

only 99*

(These Prices Ca.-h & Cum I

BOONE
LAUNDRY &

CLEANERS

So. Side of Square & 13th & Main

PL 3-2552

Walter Mischke
Family Entertained
With Dinner Party
Waldrop

IN THE

Mr and Mes. H. T.
entertained a group of friends at
dinner Friday evening honoring
Rev. and Mrs. Walter Mischke.
pastor of the F.rst Methodist
Church.
Thirty-two persona. attended the
party which was held in the dining rlitom of alientucky. Colonel.
Reverend Mischke began his work

LONG RUN!
Iimnm.r1Im the glamor and
he "VI 1,1,1. is h briar's
ri.sm
solo. that explains why Mob
(max 1ms in the long run.'

F•rey

ri•e• von the
irle-Stance .liessiis with a
9.inch wider I:siard.lteam
Frame. rver! 7,0 (Ms

last Sunday.
•• • •

Sures conle• ronning 4or•
unfusels.
Sem,. Brake.

Hostesses Told
For Luncheon

Ender the hood is altil
.,,s1s
,
OW. hierld., mItto
tel F arm,
the. (AMMOwit!, new fuel-easingeroosieriy
for 59.

On Ladies' DayCalloway

Ladies Day at the
County Country Club will be
,itaserved on Wednesday. June 17th
..•;th a luncheon at 12:00 noon.
The luncheon will be held at the
iub house
lioneses for the luncheon are:
Mna Cody Caldwell, Mrs Charles
Caldwell. Mrs. James Dale Clopton. Mrs. Vernon Crihr'on, Mrs.
"Leon Collie and Mrs J. M. Con-

Ta it any :twirler that an (title
is wird Lowe at trarie-in tune
. . . alabl leas to own in the
long run?

VALUE-RATE thee Rockat

CO IL
The VAL ut CAIN
elect CLASS

verse.

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES MURRAYKENTUCKY

...rwmweisearao 4,Mmv—ntia•

_

Games were played and picnic
lunch was served to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Bibb, Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Adams,
Karen and Kay; Purdom Lovett,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Reedpr and
Tonya. Mr. and Mrs. Dan Dilbert
and Steve. Mrs. James Sinter,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Bell, Mm.
Linda White, Glenn Brewer, Mrs.
Hasten Wright, Bro. and Mrs.
Sykes. ftarbara, Janet and Maxine.

call by naming a lily. The club
welcomed four visitors and one
new member.
Mrs. Wella Demus and Mrs.
Myrtle Paschall discussed the lessOn craft. The oroup set a work
day to be June 17 at the city
park and all members were urged
to attend.

1

A United Nations report estimates that the amid will have a
population of Fill and a quarter
billion by the. year 70u0
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Fresh As A Flower
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Never An Extra Charge!
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SPECIALS!
Mon. thru Thurs., June 15 - 18

SPORT SHIRTS

390

BLOUSES

890
Men'b & Ladies SUITS
All garments hygenically cleaned, mothproofed and placed in plastic dust bags at no
extra charge!
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Plaza 3-4174
296 Main
Next to A&P and New Parking Lot
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HAIL Of A MESS—All that mesa In front of
an 18iselden, Kan., la hail, piled up by snow plows after
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In Just One Hourl

The Supreme Forest Woodman
Circle met recently at the Women's Club House at 6:30 p.m. for
• dinner meeting.
The pledge to the American
flag was given and the meeting
s-as conducted by Mrs. Genora
Hamlett. president of the circle.
Mrs. Mary Louise Baker reported on the recent trip to Louisville and Mrs. Goldia Curd, state
manager, told of the activities of
-the state convention held June 8
and 9.
Other reports were made by
Mrs. Lois Waterfield, Mrs. B.
Melugin and Mrs. Sallie Lawrence.
Mrs. Christine Rhodes was recognized as doing outstanding work
as field worker L'r the Woodman

COSTS LEST

3 - BEE)
'Pransfis
1657 R
p.m.

AIRCONDITIONER

-Woodman Circle
Has Dinner Meeting

Circle.
Mrs. Hamlett and Mrs. Katie
Martin Overcast announced plans
Jessie Houston
neeeo..arv, to entertain the
whenever
scratcher
meeting.
based an weather conditions. It Service club for the July
A dinner meeting wiN again be
is also very important to have
the Women's Club
the ground thoroughly cultivated scheduled at
Woodand aft free as pas-sable of weeds House for the regular July
rap Circle meeting.
,.
and grass when you have
• •
stop plowing due to the staaa1111
the plant and over taping at
leas.es in the row. The bettcr
conchtion the ground is an when
the tobacco is topped the longer
it will stand an the hill and
continue to ripen and improve
Foursomes have been set for
in quality and pounds without Wednesday. June 17. ladies day
burning at the bottom
at the Calloway County Country
"Of course, the weeding hoe club. Playing will begin at nine
can do a job that roidnag else a'clock in the morning for the
can do, if y el can get labor to tea ball matches.
use it. We usually try to go over
Groupings set by golf co-chairour crop twice during the season men. Mrs. Gl.srlys Etherton and
with. hoe- Once wonle the plant Mrs_ V.rittnia Ellis. are as folis small end again to lilt it up lows: Fairs Alexander. J ennie
about t.e.p.og tone"
Hutson. Maurine Swann, Viroinia
Blackburn;
Elizabeth Slusrneyer. Ella Mae
Qutoterrnous. Alice Purdom and
Marge Kipp:
Chris Graham. Mary Lassiter.
Venetia Sexton. and Lou Doran;
Frances Parker. Beth Belote,
Merrell Pearce. and Nekia'lllurphy:
Sue Costello. Ann Doran, Billie
Wilson and Mary Elizabeth Fulton;
Stella Hurt. Martha Sue Ryan.
Ruth Wilson and Mary' Rayburn;
Juliet Wallis. Jane Baker. Jimmie Collie. and Billie Cohoom
Rebecca Iran. Reba Kirk. Rebecca West and Betty Scott.
Luncheon will be served at Use
club house at the noon hoar.
Bridge will be played during the
afternoon.

IVY EVERY Illf_1111U54 . .
OF TOE MIF MUM

The Young adult class of the
Mrs. George D. Henry and MeGoshen Methodist Church met at lissa of Jonesboro. An, are visita
Kentucky Lake recently for
ing with Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
picnic at seven o'clock in the Melugin.
evening.
• • ••
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart }or/a
A short devotional was conductnoir to
ed by Mrs. Bob Adams. Jerry returned from a vacation
Babb. president of the class, was Nassau. New York and Washingin charge of the business session. ton, D. C.
Mrs. Jimmy Bell resigned as
secretary and treasurer of the
class and Mrs. Don Gilbert was
asked to replace her.

theasetin Dammam

• • ••

SM, Waal' Old. dealer '.'.l,.._
Rate The Rocket. Then
0
•
under•tand ts II
many riessyste are joining the
Iltg Swing to °his!

The Arts and Crafts Club met
recently in the home of Mrs.
Ronald Churchill for a pot luck
luncheon.
A short business session. with
Mrs. Churchill, president, presidine, was conducted in the afternoon. The following officers were
elected for the coming club year:
Mrs. Mayme Randolph, president;
Mrs. Loula Gatlin, vice president;
and Mrs. Cullen "PhillIps, secretary and treasurer.
The September meeting will be
held in the hork of Mrs. Eunice
Overby.
t at the lunchhlernbers pre
eon meeting were Mesdames Jesse
Wallis, Vernon Stubblefield. Sr..
Elmus Beale. Kite Kirk, 0. C.
Wells. Lois Miller. Jessie Gatlin,
Loads Gatlin. Hallie Purdom, May.
me Randolph. Clarice Jacobs, Ronald Churchill.; and Misses Lula
Holland, Cappie Beale, Mary Shipley and Emily !Wear.

Supreme Forest

OLDS

rm.-Marin

Mrs. Junior Cook was elected
president for 1959 and 1960 club
year of the West Hazel H. memakers at a recent meeting held
in the home of Mrs. Myrtle Paschall.
Other officers elected were Mrs.
Mattie Moore. vice president; Mrs.
Freda Stockdale, secretary and
treasurer; Mrs. Ruby Nesbitt, recreation leader; Mrs. Tyra Milstead and Mrs. Hilda Foster, major project leaders; Mrs. Wella
Demus and M:s. Volene Guthrie,
main leson leaders:
Mrs. Koska Jones, reading chairman; Mrs. Olivene Erwin, publicity chairman: Mrs. Myrtle Paschall. citzenship chairman; Mrs.
Mattie Moore. membership chairman; Mrs. Richard Nesbitt, landscape and gardening.
Eleven members answered roll

Foursomes Set Per
Ladies Day Golf
At Country Club

SPECIALS

Young Adult Class

Hostess To :Veiling Goshen Methodist
Church Has Picnic
Arts And Crafts

Phone PL 3-4707 or
ID 6-3327

Just last summer's dress

Dry
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GOLDEN, ALBINO and BANDED HAMSTER.S. Clean, healthy
stock. Gall PLaza 3-4874, 6-13-P
PURE BRED YORKSHIRE PIGS,
3 - BEIDROOM
BRICK HOUSE.
Tnaneferaible FHA loan. See at 50 to 60 Ibis $15. Call Wells Owen
J-16-P
1657 Ryan Mon. Wed. Fri. Sat FL-3-5527.
p.m.
6-22P
FEMALE
COCKER
SPANIEL
USED MACHINE SALE. 1 Singer
PUPPTEIS- $10.00 each. See Mrs.
Coinsade $89.50, I used Singer
R. H. Kelso, Lynn Gnove, Phone
°unseat- $139.50, 1 used
Portable
J-17-C
big.50, 1 treadle machine $5.00,
17hanci vaccurn cleaner $7.50, 1
4 ROOM HOME. 2 BEDROOMS
Neer cleaner $20.00. Call B:11
& bath on approx. 1 acre lot.
Adarne, PLaza 3-1757 or PLaza
Located next to Garrison's Store
3-5480, 201 South 13th, Murray.
north cif Almo Crossing on BenTFC ton Highway.
See Johnny Glover.
6-17P
GERMAN SHEPHERD, 1 YEAR - - -old female. Would make good 1950 MIDWEST HOUSE TRAILER
cattle dug. Sell cheap. Phone HY 42 ft. See Richard Wheeler, Hale
2-3712.
6-17C Trailer Court.
6-17C

FOR .!ALE

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Entangle
4-Tull
5-11eavomy
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2s-Equallty
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2I-At this place
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33-Raise:
74-Dutch town
35-Lamprey
36-Musical
Instrument
37-Strike out
33-Coahluns
4U-River In
Italy
42-Prutioun
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Woman
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IS-Rise and fall
of ocean
21-Preposition
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time
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27-Pronoun
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30-In favor of
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HELP WANTED
_

1

1

AVON CALLLNG-MATURE womROOMS for college bays. Phine en who need to earn! An Avon
PLaza 3-3568.
J-16-C manager will give you - full details
without obligate:in. Miss Alma Catlett, P. 0. Box 1004, Paducah,
FURNISHED APARTMENT FOR Kentucky,
6-70C
adults. Electricelly equipped. Rowlett Apartments, 711 Main Street.
6-17C

WANTED
srrnNo-DAY OR

gives a big
NEW LIGHT PLANE RECORD-Flyer Max Conrad
stretch of victory In Los Angeles at end of his 7,683-mile
flight from Casablanca. Morocco. The 56-year-old ferry
pilot set a new nonstop distance record for light planes in
Franciscothat Piper Comanche. He almost flew clear to San

NOTICE
WE THE UNDERSIGNED will not
he ,obligated or reep-n.sible for
the' debts or ailigations incurred
by anyone ether than ourselves.
Signed:
Mt. and Mrs. George Linville

A NEW MYSTERY

1j1

ar

45

Ile. Ear.. ii••••••t INI.411.gad4 bEr KIssa.ne

CT'1 7rEr
land Donald's really good at tak"Okay. On your !eel"- Gidteige
ng it from there, I've seen it said to me.
QERGEANT Frank
.iers
happen
•
dozen
times."
I tried getting up out in the
o, a c gar out of its pockrt twisted oft Ole end with his It's
spat i -Go on," Giddings said. "What , chair. The tortured muscles aimwouldn't respond. Ma legs
iply
the little gob ot toeecco on the about Sylvia Hadley?"
floor, lit the c gar and acted like l I said, "I think she's some kind I didn't have enough strength to
do the lifting.
elp a man preparing to en; ,y a good of a fence."
Giddings grabbed me under the
show. "Go ahead. Piot Size," he
"A fence? That babe?"
armpits, hoisted me to my feet.
said. "Start talkmg and it had bet- i
nodded,Slie
I
'a been going 'Keep those rr.,iseles moving."' he
"
ter be true."
"I don't have anything to talk with an older man, a man by thc said, "otherwise they'll get spore."
Jasper, who's
Mortimer
i
name
of
"What do you think they are
about," I said.
"Now look," Inspector Giddings some kind of a collector and- now?" I asked him.
stands
well,
to
it
reason,
she
He Just grinned. "Come on."
paid, "we've got lots of ways of
They got me to the elevator,
making people talk, and we don't wouldn't have any tnterest in him,
that
romantic
is,
any
real
interest
down to a squad car and made
have to do any brainwashing,
either, We put pressure on you, -he's doing something for her." time out through the traffic.
Inspector Giddings did stuff
"What?" Giddings asked.
Donald, my boy. We put the pres"I think he's impplying her with with the desk clerk at the apartsure on you right up and down
the line. You can't make a living . . well, Itet just a hunch, out I ment hoi se "We're going up to
in this town if the police are think he supplies her with infor- Sylvia Hadley's apartment." he
against you, and if you're smart, mation abeut the value of things, said "We want to ask het a
and I think Sylvia picks them up couple of questions. Don't anyou know that."
nounce us."
"He's smart," Sellers said. And srig then gets rid of them"
"Very well," the clerk said.
diddings looked at Sellers and
then after a moment, added, "But
"You heard me," Giddings said.
get
?"
said, "How dumb can a guy
tricky, awfully tricky."
PI heard you."
Sellers
Thad,"
"Shut
said,
up,
"You've never Mist anything
"If we're announced, we'll take
tagging along with me," I told his eyes boring into mine. "Go
ahead, what's the pitch, Donald? it as an unfriendly gesture," GidSellers.
"Well, no," he admitted, puff- You've got a reason for thinking dings told him. "Come on."
We got in the elevator, went up
ing thoughtfully at his cigar. "1 this. What gives It to you ?"
"Well," I said, "I tried to fol- to the hall and down to Sallee
can't say I have, hut I don't think
IF that would have been true if I'd low it up, that's all. I went out Hadley's apartment. Frank Sellsat hack and waited for you to to call on Jasper and ask some ers hanged on the door.
The door opened a couple of
deal the hand the way you wanted discreet questions. I never even
It After you get the cards shuf- got In to see the guy. When I Inches. held taut by a brass chain.
Sellers showed his hedge and
fled, I've taken the deck out of stopped the car and started to get
your hand and done the dealing out, a couple of goons came out identification card all in a nice
myself."
and made me drive to a vacant leather folder.
"Police," he said. "We want to
"All right,4 I told him, "I'm lot, fhen the guys beat the tar
talk with you."
still shuffling. When I'm ready out of me."
"I've told you everything
"You think there was some confor the deal, you can take the
nection between Jasper and these know." Sylvia saki.
cards."
"I know." Sellett said, "reit we
Giddings shook his head. "No, two goons?" Sellers asked.
' him. "Get it want to talk with you some more
"No," I tot,
we don't like that, Pmald. Maybe
...
Conic on, open up. We haven't
Sellers has confidence in you, straight. I think This Jane, Sylvit
but I haven't. I'm a skeptic. I Hadley, had these two strong& got all night to steed here and
arm men follow me to see where argue."
don't trust anybody."
She opened the door.
"You can say that again," Sol- I was going. When they saw I
The three of us trooped In.
lers said. "You can't stall around was getting hot on the trail, they
She talc a look at ms and said,
with Thad Giddings, Donald. worked me over. The idea Was to
You'd better start decorating the keep me out of circulation for a "Donald, what happened?"
"Fran Into a door," I told her.
while."
mahogany."
"And what are you doing here
"Otherwise?" I asked.
"Did they take anything?" Selthese men?"
with
Sellers wide noises with his ler. asked.
"They brought Inc along for the
"What do you mean, take anytongue against the roof of his
ride."
mouth, the sort of rebuke that an thing?"
"We'll do the talking," Sellers
"Yew didn't have any evidence
ilidulgent mother gives to a small
said. "Donald was here earlier,
or anything they wanted?"
child.
"Begin at the beginning," Gid"If I'd had the evidence," I told wasn't he, Sylvia?'
"Yes."
dings said.
him, "I'd have been playing It
"What did you tell him'?"
At length I said, "It all Starts closer to my chest I wouldn't
"Nothing ... that is, jest some
with a model who poses for ar- have left myself wide open. No,
of the things I told you."
tists and photographers."
all I had was a hunch."
about Mortimer Jasper?
"What
"You're not referring to our
Sellers and Giddings exchanged
little friend, Sylvia Hadley. the glances. "The guy may have What did you tell him exile Jasbabe who was posing for Mrs. something," Sellers said, "with the per?"
From the look of sudden disCrockett the afternoon her hus- cart before the horse, if you
may on her fare, Sellers knew
band got humped off, are you?" know what I mean, Thad."
"That's the one."
"I get you," Thad said. "It's he'd struck pay dirt
know!" Sellers worth a try."
"What do
'50
"If I thought Donald Lam
mid, and turned to GIddtng.a.
There was silence for a mo"That's one thing about Donald. ment. then Giddings jerked his was reeponeible for this. I'd tell
c things!" .13.1% in
He gets around with the babes. If thumb at me "What de we do es lot
blares, as the story continues
OM- e a hats, In the picture. she with this guy?"
"Take him along," Sellers said. here tomoerow.
stales unloading on his shoulder,
de.

California Highway
Patrol Chose Dodge

CARD OF THANKS

Japan depends on foreign sources for close to 20 per cent of its
food supply

The family
Wry
Hai
takes this means of i
our deep appreciation to
friends nad neiahbors in our recent bereavement in the loss
•
our 1,ved one.
We wish to extend our hea:
felt thanks fir the acts of kindness, mesages of sympathy, th.
beautful flowers, the time spent ,
in preparing fodo ,and making us
comfortable.
We thank especially Dr. Butterworth, Brothers Harris. and Joni:
and the Max Chuitchl11 Funei
Home,
Mrs. Hardin Wrye and fame:.
1TP

THIS IS TO FURTHER PUT on
notice all thosa deal.ng with Mrs.
Alice Pa_e that I will not and
cannot be held responsible for
the payment of any indebtedness
she may contract. We are no
longer rusband and wife, having
been cavorced in 1958. and under
the decree of the c urt. I am not
liable to discharge any obligation
incurred by her.
B. W. Page
6-20P

by 4.4.F4/R
ficrie Pantey eardnerj

PACE FIVE
.B.11=1•••••••••
fide bluebenies come packed
Atl i
ton of dry cake mix.
Pillsbury and Duff offered, at .
lower prices, products in which
"stabilized
blueberries"
were
The largest single . order in the
ready-mixed with the pancake history of California
went to
flour.
D.cige. it was announced recentHaving never encountered "sta- ly. The California Highway
Patrol
bilized blueberries" FDR inves- Tcently purchased 331 1959 D-500
tigators were curious about these 'Police Pursuits and after driving
products,
for six months placed an
They bought a package of Pills- I order for 450 more,
bury's mix in a grocery and. inThe Highway Patrol holds a
stead of bakin; pancakes, ran series of competitive tests each
some lab tests. According to the November to select their patrol
FDR's
court
complaint,
they cars for the following year. Dodge
found that Pillsbury's "stabilized was chosen because cf its "stablueberries" were:
bility, it last so long and it costs
"Purple pellets, consisting chief- • so little to maintain."
ly of sugars, non-fat dry milkA spokesman for the Highway
starch, cocanut
pulp, artaficial Patrol said "It pays to own a
coal tar color, 2:-tificial flavor, D elge."
and a very small amount of
blue berry pulp."
Duff's
stabilized
blueberries,
which went to the laboratory
next, turned out to be somewhat
different. According to the FDA
Teat driver Norm Esau, autocourt charges, they contained:
motive engineer for Standard Oil
"Sugar, gum acacia, cAric acid, Co. (Indana), drove 97 miles on I
starch, artificial color. artifice' gal. of regular gasoline with a
flavor and some blueberry pulp." stock model 1959, 6 cyl. StudeAfter FDA officials had made baker Lark.
tcken seizures of both products,
To achieve this high mileage,
the manufacturers indicated their th.. '
,Bowing items were stripped
willingness to withdraw the mixes from
Lark-generator, water
from, the market.
pump, fan nad belt. radiator, headBoth companies have made in- lights, shock absorbers, door and
quiries about the possibility of window mechanism handles, hub
marketin z the mixes under new caps, chrome grille, seat cushions,
labels which would make clear sun visors. windshield wipers and
that the blueberries are largely other devices The regular carbuimitation.
retor was left on the Lark, but
only the economy jet was used.
The FDA is reserving judgment
Speed was kept between 15 and
on this idea until it knows just
35 mph.'
how explicit the labels will be.

Gets 97 Miles Per
Gallon In Lark

FURNISHED GARAGE Apartment,
nice fer college boys, 300 Woodlawn, Also 3 room furnished apartment on
Mayfield Road near
College. Mrs. Fred McClure. 6-17P

BABY
Night.
Experienced. Phone PL 3-5035.
6-I8P

-
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DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE.
se,vlee. Trucks dispatched
by two '.ay lathe Call (-Otte*
btayfield. Phone J33. If no .inswrs
ear enileet Union City. Tennessee,
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OLD FAXON SCHOOL HOUSE,
42x32 . ft., 3,2 acres of geouud.
Cheap $1050. See Agness Walker
&FOUND
at Marshall Brandon's near Almo
Heights or Jess Parker, Murray
LOST: -COLLIE PUP nne weeks
RED 6.
6-17P old.
White feot, white on face.
Called Sandy, last seen TuesUPRIGHT PIANO. PRICED right day. Pleuee call PL 3-2218.
•
if sold at once. Call PLaza 3-4524.
J-16-C
6-17P

By LOL'IS CASSELS
,
WASHINGTON - (1.1PD - The
Federal government's pure food
sleuths have accused two cakemix firms
trying to make purple pellet eaters out of people
who love blueberry pancakes.
The companies ;evolved are

Minn., and Duers Baking Mix
Corp.. of Newark. N. J.
Bath firms were charged in
coirat actions filed by the U. S.
Food and Drug Administration
with marketing "blueberry pancake" mixes containing
bogus
blueberries.
FDA officials have no quarrel
with several other blueberry pancake and blueberry muffin products now found on supermarket
shelves. In these products, bona
a separate can attached to a car-

MAX H.
CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
"THE FRIENDLY
FUNERAL HOME"

SUPERIOR
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
Equipped With
OXYGEN
Phone PL 3-4612
311 N. 4th - Murray, Ky.

SCOTT DRUG CO.
TEATIME IN LISBON - Britain's
Princess Margaret arrives at
the British embassy in Lisbon,
Portuguese capital, to attend a
garden party in her honor. The
royal getup here is a p..1,tel silk
print wills cocoon drapeiy.

CCADIALITY, NOW -Vice President Richard Nixon and New
York's Gov Nelson Rockefeller, front-running rivals for the
Republican presidential nomination. shake hands cordially
In New York during Hudson river celebration. Event marks
:,30th aoedversary of Henry Hudson's discovery of the river.

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Mair.

L!1.' ABNER

Phone PLaza 3-2547
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ABBIE an' SLATS

by Raeburn Van Buren

wHAT s TO DIG, PAL'?
I DON'T DIG TI-US -YOU'RE
THE KIDS MOTHER, YOU
SAY-AND T1-1IS HOOD'S
YOUR HUSBAND?

NE

O.K., SO I PULLED A COUPE
OF JOBS. BUT I TOLD YOU
/ WAS GOING STRAIGHT.
YOU -YOU COULDN'T WAIT!

WERE MARRIED— HAD THE
KID, AND THEN NORA
UPS AND
LEAVES ME—

ofe;4‘
-=

s..4,..weraers.mwecz_lna-A;

LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENT
UCKY

TUESDAY — JUNE 16, 1959
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SUPPORT YOUR TEAM • ATTEND THE LEAGUE GAMES
PRESENTED BY THE MURRAY BASEBALL ASSOCIATION
I

Murray Baseball Association

American Park Lea.

President

Milzia Ellis

Vice-Pres.

Carney Andrus

Sec'y-Treas.

Allen Rose

Boys 9 to 12

Boys 9 to 12

Pres.: Lester Nanny — Sponsor: Local 1068-UAW-CI
O-AFL

Giants
Indians

National Park Lea.
Pres.: Hub Dunn — Sponsor: Carpenters

Braves
Cubs

Dodgers
Orioles

Tuesday and Friday, 4 p.m., Park Field

•

Local 1734

Pirates
Tigers
•

Monday and Thursday, 4 p.m., Park Field
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Pony League

was write
watermark
facturer u
Gardner

Little League

Boys 13 - 14

Boys 9-12

Pres.: E. L. Howe, Sr. — Vice-Pres.: Norma
n D. Hale

Pres.: Thomas Hogancamp — Vice-Pres.: Randall Patterson

Yanks

Indians

Orioles

Sponsor: Hutson Chemical Co.
and Taylor Motors

Sponsor: Bilbrey's Car and
Home Store

Sponsor: YBMC

Reds

Dodgers

Phils

Sponsor: Ryan Milk Co.

Sponsor: Roberts Realty

Sponsor. Murray Auto Auction

Nats

Sponsor: Parker Standard Oil

Tuesday and Friday, 6 p.m., Pony League Field

Prep League
Boys 15 - 17
Pres.: Hoyt Roberts — Vice-Pres.: Lloyd Jones

Cards
Sponsor: Rotary Club

Tigers

Braves

Cubs

Sponsor: Bank of Murray

Sponsor: Peoples Bank

Sponsor: Lions Club

Athletics

1)11H,
Tali(
Out

Giants

Pirates

Sponsor: Belk-Settle Co.

Stionsor: Murray Mfg. Co.

The Mt

•

Sponsor: Civitan Club

Tues., Thurs., Friday, 6 p.m., Little League Park

Monday and Thursday, 6 p.m., Holland Field
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BOYS 15-17

HOLLAND FIELD
Sponsors: American Legion and Parker Motors
Coach: Lubie Veal, Jr.
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this page is sponsored with the good wishes of the following:
MURRAY AUTO PARTS
MURRAY MANUFACTURING CO.
PARKER POPCORN CO.
SYKES LUMBER CO.
HENDON'S SERVICE STATION
STOKES TRACTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.
CALHOUN PLUMBING & ELECTRIC

Ill
4

BANK of MURRAY
MAX CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
FREED COTHAM CO.
ELLIS PUMP & PIPE CO.
ENIX CARPET & UPHOLSTERY
HUGHES PAINT & WALLPAPER
HUTSON CHEMCAL CO.
TABER'S REPAIR SHOP

wrhere

FRAZEE-MELUGIN-HOLTON
STEELE & ALLBRITTEN PLUMBING
WHITNELL & SON STANDARD OIL DIST.
RYAN MILK CO.
FITTS BLOCK & TILE CO.
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
McCUISTON AUTO ELECTRIC

$20
ed.
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J
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